
 

OMNIPRESENCE ACADEMY OF LIFE PVT. LTD  

REDIKALL STATEMENTS BASED ON DATE OF BIRTH 

The date of the month, on which we take birth can have a profound effect on our lives. ‘Redikally’ 
speaking, it reminds us of the gifts that the Universe brings for us on that date. So read on and find out 
your unique gift !! 

Find out below, the most suitable affirmation for you based on your date of birth. Look for the 
affirmation, corresponding to your date of birth. Check if the affirmation is resonating well with you. If 
you find the resonance, please affirm the given Redikall Statement or affirmation for 21 times for the 
period of 1 week.  

Dec 8 to Dec 14, 2019 

For the best results, you could write these affirmations. 
 
Birthdate 1  
FL28- LEFT PROACTIVE PEACE CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I effectively address my stored rage. 
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
Rage is a severe and often a destructive form of anger. You are aware of the destructive tendency of                   
rage and you may suppress or store rage knowingly or unknowingly. Explore the possibility of ill effects                 
of stored rage against self/others/metaphysical elements arising out of extreme frustration due to unmet              
expectations. Your social conditioning or fair consideration for others, may not allow you to express               
your anger adequately. How about mastering the art of detached and neutral observation so that you                
recognise and resolve your stored rage. 
 
Birthdate 2 
 HL16- LEFT FREEDOM TO COMMAND CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I am free to have command over my contribution.  
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
You could easily exercise enough command over what you wish to give, impart, contribute or deliver in                 
your life. Rise above the feeling of being forced to contribute or serve against your wishes. You do have                   
a say in the matter and choose to exercise adequate command over what you serve and how you serve,                   
contribute, give or share. You do have a command over how much you contribute, to whom do you                  
contribute, when do you contribute and under which circumstances you contribute.  
 
Birthdate 3 
FLR3 - RIGHT DETACHED OPENING UP CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
The more I open up to experiences the more detached I remain 
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
It is possible to open up to an individual/people/place/situation/experience or material object of any kind               
in a detached manner. Do you think it is a wise idea to curtail oneself from opening up based on                    
subconscious fear of getting attached? Do you see yourself creating a possibility of opening up in a                 
detached manner?  
Birthdate 4  
FR44 - ANGER RECOGNITION CHAKRA  
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AFFIRMATION 
I address my sensitivity to others’ anger. 
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
You are, perhaps, consciously or subconsciously being present to the helplessness, frustration and/or             
anger in others. This could be generating helplessness and frustration within you, as you are being                
exposed to others’ silent or overt anger, which may or may not be directed towards you. It would be a                    
good idea for you to be a neutral observer to your suppressed anger, generated by being exposed to                  
others’ silent or overt anger. Others’ stored or suppressed anger may or may not have anything to do                  
with you and yet might be disturbing you, knowingly or unknowingly. Is it possible for you to let go of                    
the ill effects of that anger you might be perceiving in others?  
 
Birth date  5  
HR13 - RIGHT COMMAND CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I intend and invite adequate command over what I receive in life.  
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
Of course, you are entitled to choose what you receive in life. You can have adequate command over                  
what you wish to receive, when you wish to receive, how you wish to receive and from whom you wish to                     
receive. You do not have to play the role of a helpless receiver who have no say in the matter of receiving                      
pleasant and unpleasant experiences from others. Of course, you can exercise your command in various               
ways so that you receive as per your desire. 

Birthdate 6  
BL6 - LEFT INNOCENCE CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I forgive myself for my inappropriate conduct towards my child figure. 
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
Parenting begins and continues irrespective of biological parenting. One may parent a project, a sibling,               
an organization or even senior citizens. Parenting can be a deeply fulfilling experience but not               
necessarily for all. Some may feel a sense of incompletion, inadequacy or incompetence and suffer from                
guilts related to the parenting experience and the subsequent results. No parent can be a perfect parent                 
because the level of perfection is determined through the filtered perception from the expectations of the                
children or the child figure. And yet,, most parents strive to be a perfect mother and father and in an                    
attempt to be the perfect one, with an intent to be free from future guilt or regret, you may become very                     
severe with your children or the child figure and as a result, you could be experiencing all that you were                    
trying to avoid through your diligent and strict parenting patterns.Your style of parenting is decided by                
the innocent and impressionable child in you, who perceived incompetence, incompletion and            
imperfection in your parent figures and chose to compensate for all that you perceived to be missing in                  
the way you were parented and enhancing all that was valued and respected in the parents or parent                  
figures. Get in touch with the childlike innocence in you and forgive your parents and parent figures for                  
their seeming incompetent or inappropriate behaviour so that eventually you will be able to forgive the                
parent personality in you.  
 
Birthdate 7  
VCC1 - PUSH TO BE ON THE MOVE CHAKRA  
 
AFFIRMATION 
I continue to walk.  

SHORT EXPLANATION  
It is not the time to take a break, be laid back and relax for a long time. Do not think of taking a                        
sabbatical, even if it is for a logical reason. Be on the move, continue walking on the chosen path.  

Birthdate 8  



BL8 - LEFT COMFORT CRUISE CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I make it easy for myself and others to cruise through life.  
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
For whatever reason, if you believe that the tightrope walking enhances your or your loved ones’                
performance and growth, you will keep manifesting a situation for yourself or others accordingly. You               
will give very little buffer time to others. You will give very little flexibility in Money/Matter matters or                  
highly unpredictable temperamental treatment, which could make them constantly stressed out about            
their next move. Within this kind of approach, you may manifest a better performance to begin with.                 
However, in the long run, there is a possibility of experiencing a burnt out feeling and you will not get                    
the desired output or performance from ‘self’ or others.  
 
Birthdate 9  
FR40- FAIRNESS CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I intend and invite fair and gentle approach from one and all.  
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
You are perhaps swallowing feelings and after effects of personal/ancestral emotional, physical,            
professional, sexual and/or financial abuse. Any experience where you feel you are being taken              
advantage of in an unfair manner by others, would be abusive in nature. This can be social, economical,                  
political, financial, physical or sexual in nature. Several times you may not be able to do anything to the                   
abuser and simply swallow the experience. However, re-look at the possibility of intending and inviting               
fair behaviour from one and all. Forgive yourself if you have any guilt of abusing anyone in the past and                    
set a strong intent of inviting fairness, cooperation and gentleness from one and all.  
 
Birthdate 10  
NR7 - RIGHT HUMILITY CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I invite courteous and polite approach from one and all.  
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
You are perhaps quite sensitive to rude, rough and arrogant behaviour from others. This often perturbs                
you. You have options here. Either escape such people or circumstances by maintaining a distance OR                
intend, invite and manifest courtesy and polite behaviour. Let your wish be communicated in a firm and                 
yet polite manner. 
 
Birthdate 11  
FR17 - RIGHT NEUTRAL PERCEPTION CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I remain a conscious observer of my perceptions.  
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
There is a difference between facts and perceptions. What may be disturbing you in your environment                
could be due to your perception and not the truth. The truth may be different from your perception.                  
Would it be possible for you to address your sensitivity to what you are perceiving in your environment                  
while working towards a neutral perception? Mastering the art of being a neutral observer will assist                
you in differentiating between the perception and the truth. 
 
Birthdate 12  
 TL10 - LEFT GROUND REALITY ACCEPTANCE CHAKRA- 
 
AFFIRMATION 



I come to terms with my ground reality in a constructive manner and continue putting my best foot                  
forward.  
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
This is not the time to withdraw. Continue to accept your ground reality with an awareness and                 
continue to put your best foot forward by coming to terms with it. Your ground reality may not change                   
but your attitude towards it can. So today resolve to continue putting your best forward by coming to                  
terms with your ground reality with a constructive attitude. Embrace your ground reality with              
positivity. (Ground reality means - the housing condition, socio-economic & political situation, health             
conditions of senior family members, weather conditions etc. 
 
Birthdate 13  
VL3 - GUARDIANSHIP ROLEPLAY CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
 I take active charge of all that belongs to me.  
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
Be the custodian of all that belongs to you and remain in charge. You have been trusted with a domain,                    
people , property or knowledge. Take charge of it. Make sure it is taken care of and feels safe 
 

Birthdate 14  
PL34 - LEFT INITIATIVE CHAKRA- 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I take an initiative to contribute in the best possible manner.  
SHORT EXPLANATION  
For sure you are wishing and willing to give your best. However, you will need to take appropriate                  
initiative to give, impart, serve or contribute in the best possible manner. Be clear in your mind about                  
the kind of initiatives required in order to be able to do what you wish to do in life. And of course, take                       
initiative to give your best 

Birthdate 15  
FC43 - BLESSINGS CHAKRA  
 
AFFIRMATION 
I live a blessed life.  
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
There appears to be a possibility of a curse. A curse could be any strong and detrimental statement                  
passed by you, friends, parents, authority figures or ancestors which adversely affects your sense of               
wellbeing. At times people are born with past life pre-programming of a curse. There are instances                
where an entire generation in a family suffers from an ancestral curse. However, before you release the                 
curse, intend to recognise and accept the hidden gifts and blessings through curses. Also keep in mind                 
the ill effects of having cursed others and forgive yourself for the same.  

Birthdate 16  
MCF10 - FRONT SACRAL CHAKRA 
 
I allow myself to enjoy every moment of my life and be happyAFFIRMATION 
 
SHORT EXPLANATION  
You are a human on this planet to experience the sheer joy of material level pleasures in various facets                   
of life. Allow all your senses to enjoy a wonderful sensual stimulation. Remain open to have fun and                  
enjoy every moment of your life. You do not have to wait for or chase the pleasurable moments and                   
experiences. You need to change your attitude towards what you are experiencing right now. Be               
determined to enjoy and have fun even if the experience may seem hurtful or mundane to others.  
Birthdate 17  
FR15 - RIGHT INTEGRITY CHAKRA  



 
AFFIRMATION 
I intend and invite integrity, fairness and honesty from the people around me.  
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
You deserve to enjoy loyalty, fidelity and commitment from everyone in your life. However, sometimes               
you may perceive various degrees of dishonesty or disintegrity in your space. When they are directed                
towards you, you feel cheated, betrayed, let down or simply hurt. It may be a normal response to hold                   
on to those feelings. Think of exploring the possibilities of letting go of unhappy and undesirable effects                 
of past betrayal or cheating. It's really safe. When you hold on to the emotions of being cheated or                   
betrayed, you are inadvertently affirming to yourself and others that you are betrayable or cheatable.               
Your past perceptions often become your beliefs and your beliefs often manifest a situation to suit your                 
beliefs and the patterns repeat. Let go of the ill effects of all that has happened in the past and simply                     
open yourself to invite integrity, honesty and consistent commitment from people. 
 
Birthdate 18  
AR13 RIGHT COMPASSION CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I invite others to treat me with courtesy and kindness 
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
Does it ever happen that you feel troubled, tortured or tormented by others in any way? If yes, it is time                     
for you to let go of your need to complain about feeling this way. Open yourself, intend and invite                   
kindness, compassion and courtesy from one and all.  
  
Birthdate 19  
CR8 RIGHT COURAGE CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I courageously open up to receive all that the universe has to offer me.  
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
It's time to discover the courage within to receive what you have been avoiding so far. Ask yourself:                  
"What have I been avoiding to receive?" Perhaps the answer will help you understand better. What                
would happen if you start receiving? Face the fears and you will discover the courage within.  
 
Birthdate 20  
HL2 - LEFT LIBERAL APPROACH CHAKRA- 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I give others the space they deserve.  
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
Why would you be possessive about any person, a pet, an object, a certain situation, an experience and                  
deprive them of the liberty and the space that they deserve? As you realign to the security and the faith                    
within, you know that all that is meant for you is going to be there with you. Rejoice and cherish love in                      
every moment of togetherness and have faith in future possibilities of better experiences, trusting that               
eventually all that is good for you shall happen in the best possible manner.  
 
Birthdate 21  
PR29 - RIGHT EASY GROWTH CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I receive in an easy, simple and effortless manner. 
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
For most individuals there is a deep association of adversities with better performance. In order to                
enhance performance, inadvertently adversities are manifested by their subconscious mind.          



Metaphorically your life could be like a lotus which blooms in spite of and because of the tough, difficult                   
or unpleasant background situations. There could be a deep association of adversities, rough times and               
challenges in personal and professional life with better performance and growth. If you recognise and               
resolve this association, you can easily and effortlessly receive all that you wish to receive and still grow                  
and evolve in life well. If you correctly realign to the resources, you will receive them effortlessly and                  
easily.  
 
Birthdate 22  
FLR25 - OPENING UP WITH SURRENDER CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I surrender and open up to various possibilities.  
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
A certain level of vulnerability could be preventing you from a possibility of opening up to people,                 
places, opportunity or relationships. Life is a series of opportunities. These opportunities are there to               
help you learn, experience and evolve. When we reject an opportunity to open up, we are being unfair to                   
life and the gifts we are receiving through life. It would be prudent to surrender to the higher                  
consciousness so that our limited mind consciousness opens up to various opportunities and remains              
guided towards the highest and best. 

Birthdate 23  
FLL14 - HUMBLE PERSISTENCE IN OPENING UP CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I humbly continue to remain open to the possibilities/opportunities/people that I have been avoiding.  
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
Have you been thinking of withdrawing? Are you sure it is not because of your pride/ego/righteousness?                
If at all you find yourself reluctant to face or expose that part of your personality which felt inadequate,                   
incomplete, incompetent or incorrect, it would be a good idea to recognise and resolve that part of your                  
personality so that you continue remaining open to various people, possibilities, and potentials to              
enhance your life.  
 
Birthdate 24  
VL5 - NATURAL TRANSITION CHAKRA  
 
AFFIRMATION 
I patiently facilitate the natural transition in life. 
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
Your life goes through various phases. As one phase gets over, a new phase is about to begin. The                   
transition time in between could be unsettling. If you feel that life is not taking you anywhere, please                  
accept the shift and shift as you per the need, taking a U turn if needed. Your old system and old ways                      
may not work for you any longer. Adapt to the new way, new system, new relationship, new career or at                    
least a new way of responding to life. 
 
Birthdate 25  
TR15 - RIGHT CONTRIBUTION IN RELATIONSHIPS CHAKRA- 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I contribute in the best possible manner  
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
Relationships requires frequent deposits and contributions to keep it healthy and thriving. There are              
times when arguments, differences, disappointments and disapproval create severe withdrawal or an            
adverse impact on relationships and people in relationship. Your regular contribution of love, gifts,              



attention, appreciation, financial aid, support, backing etc. would keep your relationships healthy and             
thriving.  
 
Birthdate 26  
 FL30 - LEFT LISTENING CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I actively listen to my inner calling. 
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
You are constantly in communication with your inner voice or subtle communication or expression from               
your body consciousness or higher consciousness. It is possible that you are reluctant to listen to those                 
intuitive messages and guidance. Is there something you could shift in your space so that you remain                 
open to listen to your inner guidance? Address your doubts, inhibitions, conscious mind interference              
and listen to your inner voice, which is constantly guiding you towards your highest and the best.  
 
Birthdate 27  
PR39 - RIGHT ROBUSTNESS CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I am strong enough to receive. 
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
You are far stronger than you can imagine. If you withdraw from receiving all that the world is offering                   
you, you would be missing out on opportunities to grow stronger. Let the feeling of being fragile not                  
block inflow of all that is receivable by you. Recognise and resolve the past impressions which made you                  
feel fragile. Discover the intrepidity within you and remain open to receive through your true strength.  

Birthdate 28  
HL6 - LEFT HARMONY CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I contribute with ease and grace amidst harmony and peace. 
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
Your struggle and fight, beyond a point, may seem counterproductive as there is a lot of wastage of time,                   
effort and energy. You could have constructively utilised your resources to enhance your growth. Do               
you feel you need to relook at your patterns? Are all your struggles meaningful and serving you the                  
right purpose? You always have a choice of intending, doing, giving, delivering or contributing in a                
struggle-free and harmonious manner and enjoy a fantastic growth spurt in various facets of your life. 
 
Birthdate 29  
 CC17 FREE FLOW CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I flow with the flow of life.  
 
SHORT EXPLANATION  
It's time to flow rather than getting stuck with the feeling of being stuck. Discover the subconscious                 
reason behind the need for being stuck or an aversion to flow. Probably your life is taking a turn for you                     
and you are still hoping to go your way rather than making the best out of the new turning point.  
 
Birthdate 30  
VCC1 - PUSH TO BE ON THE MOVE CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I continue to walk.  
 



SHORT EXPLANATION  
It is not the time to take a break, be laid back and relax for a long time. Do not think of taking a                        
sabbatical, even if it is for a logical reason. Be on the move, continue walking on the chosen path.  
Birthdate 31  
FR44 - ANGER RECOGNITION CHAKRA  
 
AFFIRMATION 
I address my sensitivity to others’ anger.  
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
You are, perhaps, consciously or subconsciously being present to the helplessness, frustration and/or             
anger in others. This could be generating helplessness and frustration within you, as you are being                
exposed to others’ silent or overt anger, which may or may not be directed towards you. It would be a                    
good idea for you to be a neutral observer to your suppressed anger, generated by being exposed to                  
others’ silent or overt anger. Others’ stored or suppressed anger may or may not have anything to do                  
with you and yet might be disturbing you, knowingly or unknowingly. Is it possible for you to let go of                    
the ill effects of that anger you might be perceiving in others?  
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